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ABSTRACT 

Tremendous impacts are usually made by the synthesis method and consoli
dation technique on microstructure and interface of graphene/ Al composites. In 
the present work, an in situ gel-precursor decomposition route is proposed for 
the one-step synthesis of graphene nanosheet (GNS) decorated with Cu 
nanoparticles in the form of hybrid layers encapsulating Al grains (designated 
as GNS-Cu/ Al). Consolidation is performed by spark plasma sintering (SPS) 
using markedly different sets of maximum temperature and maximum uniaxial 
pressure (400 °C/400 MPa or 500 °C/100 MPa). The powder and dense samples 
are investigated by several techniques including thermal analysis, X-ray 
diffraction and electron microscopy. The microhardness and elastic modulus of 
selected GNS-Cu/ Al composites are investigated and related to the 
microstructure and preparation conditions. Results demonstrate that the inter
face structure is primarily determined by the roles of GNS-Cu hybrid layers and 
finely controlled by SPS conditions. This work paves a navel way to elucidate 
the evolutions of metal-decorated graphene hybrids in Al matrix composites. 
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

Introduction

Graphene [1] has drawn a surge of interest for the

reinforcement of advanced metal matrix composites,

including aluminum matrix composites [2–4]. It is

important to note that the undesirably irreversible

agglomeration of graphene in the sample, because of

processing issues, and its weak interfacial bonding

with the Al matrix both result in lower mechanical

reinforcement effect than theoretically expected [5].

Extensive research has been reported in the past

decade on the dispersion of graphene and on gra-

phene/Al interface optimization, involving powder

metallurgy routes [6–11] and post-treatments of bulk

composites [12–15]. Remarkable breakthroughs have

been achieved in the strengthening efficiency of gra-

phene-reinforced Al matrix composites. Interfacial

second phases (i.e., other than graphene) such as

Al4C3 can be formed in situ and ensure a covalent

bonding with the graphene [16–19], providing some

interfacial interlocking and generating some rein-

forcing. However, an excessive amount of such

nanosized carbides deteriorates the interface strength

[20, 21]. In addition, decorating the graphene by pre-

coating metal or ceramic particles will also increase

the interfacial bonding in graphene/Al composites

[22–24]. However, shortcomings of routes complexity

and impurity introduction are usually associated

with this method, which limits its practical applica-

tion. The above-mentioned research mainly adopted

ex situ preparation processes by relatively compli-

cated routes, while limited investigation on the

intrinsic synthesis strategy of graphene/Al compos-

ite powders was carried out.



In order to simultaneously realize a uniform dis-

persion of graphene and a strong interfacial bonding,

in situ thermal decomposition of carbon sources is a

promising way to directly form nanocarbons on

metal surfaces [25]. As an intrinsic one-step synthesis

strategy assisted by catalysts and their reaction with

carbon atoms, it has three unique advantages, which

include: (i) the well-defined interface structure

between nanocarbon and metal matrix by tuning

experimental parameters [26], (ii) the maintained

structural integrity of nanocarbon within the com-

posites by obviating the chemical modification step

[27], (iii) the homogeneous dispersion of nanocarbon

on premise of uniform dispersion of catalyst [28].

Both the decomposition of carbon sources and the

growth of graphene are deeply affected by the tem-

perature and the active catalyst surfaces. Due to the

low melting point and passivated surfaces of Al,

in situ synthesis of graphene on Al grains is difficult

to achieve without metal catalysts, which is notably

different from the formation mechanisms of gra-

phene on Cu, Ni or ceramic grains [29–32]. Inspired

by the works of Lee et al. [33], the agglomeration of

Cu nanoparticles during the high-temperature

annealing process was resolved by using a solid

carbon source to replace the gas one. Indeed, Wang

et al. [34] proposed a versatile fabrication method of

multilayered graphene on the surface of Cu

nanoparticles via metal–organic chemical vapor

deposition (CVD), involving the decomposition of

precursors containing both Cu and C atoms at 600 �C.

In our previous studies [35–38], three-dimensional

graphene modified with some catalytic metal

nanoparticles (e.g., Cu, Ni, Sn, etc.) was prepared by

decomposing the solid carbon source on templates of

sodium chloride crystal. Even so, the use of the

decomposition of a solid carbon source directly on an

Al powder bed for the synthesis optimization of

graphene/Al composites has hitherto not been

investigated. Herein, an innovative technique of

in situ gel-precursor decomposition was developed

for the one-step synthesis of graphene nanosheets

(GNS) decorated with Cu nanoparticles to encapsu-

late Al grains (designated as GNS–Cu/Al). The Cu

nanoparticles serve as both the catalyst for the syn-

thesis of GNS [39] and the modification for the GNS–

Al interface.

The consolidation technique and its parameter

selections make a tremendous impact on the

microstructures of graphene/Al composites. Spark

plasma sintering (SPS) has been used extensively

because it is relatively fast [40]. Earlier works [41, 42]

have shown that controlling the interfacial phases

(i.e., located at the grain boundaries of the Al matrix)

will considerably affect the interfacial shear strength,

hence the mechanical properties of the composites.

Conventional sintering for metal-decorated gra-

phene/Al composites is prone to produce Al4C3 and

intermetallic compounds at the same time but the

interactions among multiple interfacial products are

often complicated and it is hard to clarify their

respective roles. Attention has rarely been paid yet to

the fact that the metal decoration in graphene can

preferentially form the intermetallic compound

before the temperature of Al4C3 formation. The aim

of the present work is to investigate how different

SPS parameters (maximum temperature and maxi-

mum uniaxial pressure) can lead to the densification

of the samples composite with the formation of

intermetallic compounds at the grain boundaries

while avoiding the formation of Al4C3. The micro-

hardness and elastic modulus of the GNS–Cu/Al

composites are investigated.

Experimental

In situ synthesis of GNS–Cu/Al composite
powders

Al powders (99.5%, irregular spherical morphology,

diameter 16 ± 8 lm), anhydrous glucose (C6H12O6)

and Cu(NO3)2�3H2O were purchased from Alfa Aesar

Company. The preparation process of GNS–Cu/Al

composites is illustrated in Fig. 1. Specifically, 10 g of

Al powder were added into an aqueous solution

containing 1.699 g of Cu(NO3)2�3H2O, from 0 up to

3.0 g of C6H12O6 and 12 mL of distilled water

(Fig. 1a). The C6H12O6 content was varied in order to

control the carbon content in the final samples

(Table 1). The Al powder was completely soaked in

the solution. The so-obtained suspension was rapidly

frozen in liquid nitrogen and the sample was freeze-

dried (Christ alpha 2–4 LD, Bioblock Scientific,

-40 �C, 12 Pa, 48 h), producing dry gels (Fig. 1b),

denoted as S0–S6 hereafter. The gels were placed in a

horizontal tube furnace and calcined in argon (Ar) up

to 600 �C (heating rate 600 �C/h), where hydrogen

(H2) was introduced (Ar/H2, 200/100 mL/min) for a

dwell time of 1 h, provoking the decomposition of



the glucose and copper nitrate and therefore pro-

ducing GNS–Cu/Al composite powders (Fig. 1c).

The samples are denoted as S0C–S6C hereafter. (Of

course, here GNS content is nil for S0C.) S0 (no added

C6H12O6) was also heated in pure H2 (200 mL/min)

at only 300 �C (heating rate 300 �C/h, dwell time 1 h)

to obtain a carbon-free sample (denoted as S0R

hereafter), for the sake of comparison with S0C.

Consolidation of the GNS–Cu/Al
composites

The SPS system (FUJI 632Lx) was used to consolidate

the composite powders (Fig. 1d). The compacts were

prepared in a WC–Co die (Pedersen, WC–Co 93.5: 6.5

wt%). Prior to the introduction of the powder in the

die, a graphitic foil (Perma-Foil�, Toyo Tanso) was

placed between punches and die and between die

and powder to allow for an easy removal after sin-

tering. The SPS cycles are illustrated in Fig. 2. A pre-

Figure 1 Schematic illustrations for the fabrication process of GNS Cu/Al composites.

Table 1 Experimental and theoretical copper and carbon contents in the powders

Sample Initial Cu/Al ratio

(wt%)

Theoretical Cu content

(wt%)

Initial glucose/Al ratio

(wt%)

Theoretical C content

(wt%)

Experimental C content

(wt%)

S0 (S0R &

S0C)

4.50 4.31 0 0 0

S1 (S1C) 4.50 4.29 1.25 0.48 0.06

S2 (S2C) 4.50 4.27 2.50 0.95 0.13

S3 (S3C) 4.50 4.23 5.00 1.88 0.22

S4 (S4C) 4.50 4.19 7.50 2.79 0.32

S5 (S5C) 4.50 4.07 15.00 5.43 1.77

S6 (S6C) 4.50 3.86 30.00 10.30 2.78

Figure 2 Spark plasma sintering cycles: a 500 �C and 100 MPa (conditions S 5 1) and b 400 �C and 400 MPa (conditions S 4 4).



compaction step (25 MPa, 1 min) was performed at

room temperature in order to give all the samples the

same initial compact relative density. The SPS run

was performed in vacuum (residual cell pressure

below 5 Pa) using a pulsed current pattern of 40 ms:

7 ms (pulse on: pulse off). A heating rate of 100 �C/

min was used to reach the maximum temperature

(either 400 or 500 �C), where a dwell time of 5 min

was applied. The uniaxial pressure (either 100 or

400 MPa), was applied during the first minute of the

dwell. The combinations of 500 �C with 100 MPa

(denoted as S-5-1) (Fig. 2a) and 400 �C with 400 MPa

(denoted as S-4-4) (Fig. 2b) were selected. The pellets

show a final diameter of 8 mm and a final thickness

of 2 mm.

Characterization

The experimental carbon content in the S1C-S6C

powders was evaluated by a CHNS/O elemental

analysis (PerkinElmer-2400 series II) based on the

classical Pregl–Dumas technique (flash combustion).

The thermal behavior of C6H12O6 and Cu(NO3)2-

3H2O were investigated using simultaneous ther-

mogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential

thermal analysis (DTA) (Setsys Evo, Setaram ther-

moanalyzer) from room temperature to 600 �C with a

heating rate of 2 �C/min in Ar or H2 gas atmosphere.

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the powders

and sintered samples were recorded using a Bruker

D4 diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation. Raman

spectra of the S1C–S6C powders were recorded using

a Renishaw inVia Microscope (532-nm laser). The

powders were observed by scanning electron micro-

scopy (SEM, VEGA3-TESCAN) using backscattered

electron (BSE) imaging mode. Selected powders and

sintered samples were observed by transmission

electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL JEM-2100F), which

included the regular TEM observation, high-resolu-

tion transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM),

bright-field (BF) scanning TEM (STEM), high-angle

annular dark-field (HAADF) STEM and energy dis-

persive spectrometry (EDS). The TEM samples

(* 3 mm in diameter) were prepared by polishing

and ion-milling (Gatan-PIPS695). The apparent den-

sity of the compacts was measured by Archimedes’

principle using a hydrostatic balance (Sartorius

MSE224S-YDK03), and the values reported are the

average of 12 tests. Microhardness tests were con-

ducted with a 0.1 kg load and 10 s dwell time

(Mitutoyo, HM-200), and the values reported are the

average of ten tests. The error bars correspond to the

standard deviations (± SD) of the results. Nanoin-

dentation was performed with a Berkovich pyramid-

shaped diamond tip (Hysitron TI-Premier Corp.,

Eden Prairie, MN, USA), in order to determine the

elastic modulus and hardness. It was operated to the

maximum load of 430 lN applied within 5 s and held

for 2 s at peak load.

Results and discussion

Powders

The experimental carbon content increases upon the

increase in the initial glucose/Al ratio, but it is only

about 30% of the theoretical carbon content expected

assuming C6H12O6 completely decomposes without

any carbon loss (Fig. 3 and Table 1). A linear relation

was found (Fig. 3b), which could provide a reference

for the quantitative design of composition of future

samples. However, the decomposition of the copper

nitrate in Ar/H2 gas atmosphere may affect the

decomposition of C6H12O6 as discussed below.

The TG and DTA curves in Ar gas for C6H12O6

(Fig. 4a) first show a weight loss of about 20%

accompanied by two endothermic peaks (153 �C,

stage A and 191 �C, stage B), corresponding to the

melting and partial dehydration of C6H12O6, respec-

tively. Then, a marked weight loss (191-350 �C)

accompanied by an exothermic peak (301 �C, stage C)

is followed (350–600 �C) by a more progressive

weight loss, corresponding to the decomposition and

carbonization of C6H12O6. This can be described as

C6H12O6 (s) ? 6 C (s) ? 6 H2O (g), with a theoretical

weight loss equal to 60%. However, the sample

underwent an excessive weight loss (* 78.2%) up to

600 �C. This could correspond to progressive carbon

volatilization because of the exothermic heat flow

during stage C. Indeed, the latter (Fig. 4b) shows, in

Ar gas atmosphere, successive weight losses accom-

panied by four endothermic peaks, corresponding to

the dehydration (118 �C, stage A), initial decompo-

sition of the nitrate groups (145 �C, stage B), full

decomposition of the nitrate groups (208 �C, stage C)

and the deoxidation of CuO into Cu2O (261 �C, stage

D) that would oxidize some of the glucose-produced

carbon. However, when the decomposition of

Cu(NO3)2�3H2O is performed in H2 gas atmosphere



(Fig. 4c), as for sample S0R, Cu2O is reduced to

metallic Cu and this is accompanied by an intense

exothermic peak at 215 �C.

Analysis of the XRD patterns of the S0R and S0C–

S6C powders (Fig. 5a) reveals five main diffraction

peaks corresponding to Al. In addition to them, as

shown in Fig. 5b, two peaks corresponding to Cu

were detected for S0R while a group of peaks corre-

sponding to Al2Cu was detected for S0C. For S1C–

S6C, two Cu peaks were detected, the intensity of

which is constant for S1C–S4C and increases for S5C

and S6C. Peaks of weak intensity attributed to Al2Cu

are detected for S1C, S2C and S3C, with a progres-

sively decreasing intensity, and no more present for

S4C–S6C. This could indicate that for the former

samples, with a low carbon content, the Cu particles

were dissolved into the Al matrix and precipitated in

the form of Al2Cu nanoparticles upon cooling

[43, 44], whereas for the latter samples, containing a

higher carbon content, the formation of GNS around

the Cu particles would have prevented their disso-

lution in the first place.

The Raman spectra of S3C–S6C (Fig. 6) reveal the

carbon D-band (* 1350 cm-1) and the G-band

(* 1590 cm-1) while they are not detected of those of

S1C and S2C (not shown). Although it is difficult to

precisely determine on the present spectra, the ID/IG

value seems to increase upon the increase in carbon

Figure 3 a Experimental and theoretical contents vs the initial glucose/Al mass ratio. b Experimental carbon content vs theoretical carbon

content. The fit lines are guides to the eye.

Figure 4 TG (black), DTG (red) and DTA (blue) curves for a C6H12O6 in Ar gas atmosphere, b Cu(NO3)2�3H2O in Ar gas atmosphere

and c Cu(NO3)2�3H2O in H2 gas atmosphere.



content, from 0.29 for S3C (0.22 wt.%) to 0.79 for S6C

(2.78 wt.%). These values are close to those reported

for graphene samples obtained using a similar syn-

thesis method [36, 38]. These increasing ID/IG ratios

reflect higher disorder and defects [45] associated

with the increasing number of graphene layers and

the increased non-planar nature of the GNS sur-

rounding the Cu particles at the high GNS contents.

SEM images (BSE mode) of the S1C–S6C powders

(Fig. 7) reveal that the surface of the Al particles is

partially covered by nanosized particles which are

uniformly distributed as disordered clusters in some

transparent encapsulating layers (dashed boxes in

Fig. 7). Meanwhile, these encapsulating layers are

tightly attached on the surfaces of Al powders. It is

supposed that such layers are formed by the simul-

taneous decomposition of glucose and copper nitrate,

which would therefore consist of GNS–Cu hybrids.

Moreover, for S1C (Fig. 7a) and S2C (Fig. 7b),

significantly larger particles (100–200 nm) are

observed, which could correspond to the Al2Cu

particles detected by XRD (Fig. 5). It is possible that

such particles were not observed for S3C because of

their limited amount. Additionally, with the increase

in the carbon content, the morphology of the hybrid

layers gradually transforms from separated frag-

ments to complete sheets.

To further characterize the GNS–Cu hybrid layers,

a part of the S3C sample was sonicated in anhydrous

ethanol for 30 min in order to separate them from the

Al grains. The so-obtained suspension was dropped

on a perforated carbon film covering a copper grid

for TEM observation (Fig. 8). A BF-STEM image

(Fig. 8a) and the corresponding EDS mapping

(Fig. 8b, c) reveal that a GNS–Cu hybrid layer is

made up of a transparent GNS layer decorated with

Cu nanoparticles with a diameter equal to 45 ± 7 nm

(Fig. 8d). Higher-magnification images (Fig. 8e, f)

reveal different areas where the GNS layer bridges

adjacent Cu particles. Moreover, an HRTEM image

(Fig. 8g) shows GNS formed around the Cu particle

in the layer, evidencing their intimate bonding [26].

An inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) image

(Fig. 8h) shows the (002) planes of GNS (interplanar

spacing 0.34 nm) and the (111) Cu planes (interplanar

spacing 0.21 nm).

Clearly, the interaction of GNS, originating from

the decomposition of glucose, with the Cu particles,

originating from the decomposition of copper nitrate,

hampered the growth of the Cu particles. For the sake

of comparison, powder S0R prepared by H2 reduc-

tion at 300 �C was also observed (Fig. 9). SEM images

(BSE mode) show that the Al grains are not sintered

Figure 5 a XRD patterns of the GNS Cu/Al composite powders and b enlarged details corresponding to the boxed area in (a).

Figure 6 Raman spectra of the S3C S6C GNS Cu/Al composite

powders.



(Fig. 9a) and that the Cu particles located on their

surface (bright contrast in Fig. 9b) have a diameter of

269 ± 63 nm (Fig. 9c), which is much bigger than

those located in the hybrid layer (45 nm, Fig. 8d).

To summarize this section, three kinds of GNS–

Cu/Al composite powders have been synthesized:

(i) S1C and S2C containing Cu, precipitated Al2Cu

but without detectable GNS; (ii) S3C containing Cu,

Figure 7 SEM images (BSE mode) of the S1C S6C GNS Cu/Al composite powders. The boxed areas indicate some GNS Cu hybrid

layers.

Figure 8 a BF STEM image of a GNS Cu hybrid layer and b,

c the corresponding EDS mapping; d the Cu particles diameter

distribution. e, f HRTEM images showing the GNS layer bridging

adjacent Cu particles, g HRTEM images showing a GNS

surrounding a Cu particle and h the IFFT image of the boxed

area box in (g).



less precipitated Al2Cu and GNS–Cu hybrid layers

and (iii) S4C, S5C and S6C containing Cu, GNS–Cu

hybrid layers and no Al2Cu. The S3C and S5C, as well

as carbon-free Cu/Al powder (S0R), were selected for

the rest of the study.

Sintered samples

The relative density of the S0R and S3C samples

sintered under S-4-4 and S-5-1 conditions are similar

(about 99.6%, see Table 2). It is slightly lower for the

corresponding S5C samples (about 98.6%, see

Table 2), which could reflect the higher carbon con-

tent in the S5C samples, the sintering being ham-

pered by the GNS layers surrounding the Al grains.

Analysis of the XRD patterns of S-4-4 samples

(Fig. 10a) shows that Al2Cu is faintly detected in

S3CS-4-4 but not for S0RS-4-4 and S5CS-4-4, for

which a strong Cu (111) peak is accordingly detected.

By contrast, Al2Cu peaks are present for all XRD

patterns of three S-5-1 samples (Fig. 10b). Compared

to the patterns recorded for the corresponding

powders (Fig. 5b), S3C does not change much what-

ever the sintering conditions, probably because of the

presence of the GNS–Cu hybrid layer. For S5C, the

Cu particles probably only grow slightly under the

S-4-4 conditions whereas they react with Al to form

Al2Cu under the S-5-1 conditions.

S3CS-4-4 was investigated by TEM (Fig. 11). As

shown in Fig. 11a, the GNS–Cu hybrid layers are

dispersed crossing the matrix grain boundary, pre-

senting intact interfaces (yellow dashed line) along

with a high density of dislocations in the Al grain

interior (white arrow). The HAADF-STEM image

(Fig. 11b) and the corresponding EDS element maps

(Fig. 11c–e) reveal that the copper element (Fig. 11d)

is mostly located at the grain boundaries of the Al

matrix and as small particles within the Al grains

(white arrows in Fig. 11b), which could correspond to

the Al2Cu particles formed by precipitation while still

in the powder state. Interestingly, carbon (Fig. 11e) is

detected very homogenously over the area, which

could account for the GNS–Cu hybrid layers covering

the Al grain. Such hybrid layers could also be

Figure 9 a, b SEM images (BSE mode) of the S0R Cu/Al composite powder; c diameter distribution of the Cu particles located at the

surface of the Al grains.

Table 2 Carbon content, SPS maximum temperature (TSPS), SPS maximum uniaxial pressure (PSPS), density and relative density for the

S0R, S3C and S5C sintered samples

Sample Carbon content (wt%) TSPS (�C) PSPS (MPa) Density (g/cm3) Relative density (%)

S0RS 4 4 0 400 400 2.77 ± 0.01 99.5 ± 0.4

S0RS 5 1 0 500 100 2.78 ± 0.04 99.6 ± 1.3

S3CS 4 4 0.22 400 400 2.78 ± 0.02 99.7 ± 0.7

S3CS 5 1 0.22 500 100 2.77 ± 0.01 99.6 ± 0.4

S5CS 4 4 1.77 400 400 2.73 ± 0.01 98.5 ± 0.5

S5CS 5 1 1.77 500 100 2.74 ± 0.01 98.6 ± 0.5



observed on the HAADF-STEM image (yellow

arrows in Fig. 11b). A TEM image (Fig. 11f) shows an

area of the interface between the GNS–Cu hybrid

layers and Al grains, where the flexible GNS layers

are connected to each other after SPS, through the

exposed Cu nanoparticles (yellow arrows in Fig. 11f).

Therefore, in such a ‘‘sintered bonding zone,’’ two

non-coplanar GNS layers have become strongly

bonded. Some earlier studies [35, 36, 43] reveal that

such bonding is strengthened by the lock-in of

Figure 10 XRD patterns of the S0R, S3C and S5C samples sintered in the conditions of a S 4 4 and b S 5 1. See text for details.

Figure 11 a TEM image, b HAADF STEM image and c e the corresponding EDS element maps of GNS Cu/Al sintered composite

S3CS 4 4; f TEM image showing an area of the interface between the GNS Cu hybrid layers and Al grains.



intermetallic compounds at the interface. Compared

to those earlier studies, the one-step synthesis

method in this study undoubtedly enables a more

uniform interface area, hence offering much potential

for tuning the morphology of interfacial metal

nanoparticles.

The S3CS-5-1 sample was also observed by TEM

(Fig. 12). A spherical nanoparticle (* 20 nm) com-

pletely encapsulated by GNS layers was verified as

pure Cu by combining HRTEM with FFT/IFFT

(Fig. 12a, a1 and a2). An irregular nanoparticle with a

larger size (* 40 nm) was observed with a thin and

incomplete GNS encapsulating shell (Fig. 12b). A

study of the FFT patterns (Fig. 12b1, b2) corre-

sponding to the central and edge areas (red and

yellow boxes, respectively, in Fig. 12b) of the particle

reveals that the particle is Al2Cu. A large irregular

particle (* 200 nm) located at the grain boundary

was also investigated (Fig. 12c). To unveil the ele-

ment distribution within this irregular particle, an

EDS line scan was performed (yellow line in

Fig. 12c). The distribution of Al element presents a

kind of ‘‘double-valley’’ shape (ranging from position

A to position C, Fig. 12d). Starting from the left, the

transition from the matrix to the particle (noted as A

in Fig. 12c) marks a minimum in Al concentration. It

increases up to the middle of the particle (noted as B

in Fig. 12c) and decreases again down to the other

edge (noted as C in Fig. 12c). This reveals that Al

atoms diffused into the particle interior. Intriguingly,

the Cu and carbon elements show a bimodal distri-

bution with peak values at the same A and B posi-

tions (Fig. 12d), which could reflect that the surface of

this irregular particle is enriched in copper and car-

bon. In addition, there clearly is a Cu concentration

gradient with the particle, and for position C, the

value of Cu/Al atomic ratio is nearly 0.5, corre-

sponding to the Al2Cu phase. The Al–Cu element

distribution within this irregular particle suggests a

Figure 12 a, b HRTEM images and the corresponding (a1, b1,

b2) FFT images and (a2) IFFT images of the GNS Cu/Al sintered

composite S3CS 5 1; c BF STEM image and d EDS line scanning

results along the yellow line in (c) for the distribution of Al, Cu

and C elements.



formation mechanism of interfacial precipitates

dominated by elemental interdiffusion [46].

The in situ synthesized GNS–Cu/Al composite

powder S3C was sintered using two different SPS

conditions (S-4-4 and S-5-1) and the evolution of the

composition and microstructure, as deduced from the

results presented above, is summarized in Fig. 13.

In the powders (Fig. 13a), a GNS–Cu hybrid layer

is formed and attached to the surface of the Al grains.

Generally, Cu elements with the content below 5 wt%

after solid-solution treatment can fully dissolve in the

Al matrix and afterward precipitate to form Al2Cu

[43]. Because of the calcination step at 600 �C, a part

of Cu atoms was dissolved in the Al grains and

precipitated as Al2Cu during cooling. Those dis-

solved Cu atoms are preferentially precipitated in

grain interiors along the position of coherent interface

with the Al matrix [47], thereby some Al2Cu phases

show needlelike morphology (white arrows in

Fig. 11b). Upon sintering in the S-4-4 conditions

(Fig. 13b), there is also a limited intragranular

precipitation of Al2Cu but not at the surface of the Al

grains, where a continuous GNS–Cu hybrid layer is

located at the grain boundaries. By contrast, upon

sintering in the S-5-1 conditions (Fig. 13c), firstly,

intragranular Al2Cu precipitation is more wide-

spread and secondly, those Cu nanoparticles only

partially covered by the GNS reacted with Al matrix

to form Al2Cu particles located at the grain

boundaries.

Microhardness and elastic modulus

The Vickers microhardness (HV) of samples S0R, S3C

and S5C are shown in Fig. 14a and Table 3. For the

samples sintered in the S-4-4 conditions, the micro-

hardness increases from S0R (54 HV) to S3C (75 HV),

which could reflect the presence of the GNS–Cu

hybrid layers, but decreases for S5C (54 HV), which

could reflect the decrease in densification. Notably,

for the samples sintered in the S-5-1 conditions, the

evolution is similar but the microhardness values are

Figure 13 Schematic diagram of composition and microstructure for a the GNS Cu/Al composite powder, b the sample sintered in the S

4 4 conditions and c the sample sintered in the S 5 1 conditions.



significantly higher (78, 94 and 78 HV, respectively).

In order to understand this evolution, nanoindenta-

tion tests were carried out for S3CS-4-4 and S3CS-5-1,

on five different positions inside the grains and near

the interfaces. The load–depth curves for all the

positions for S3CS-4-4 (Fig. 14b) exhibit a good con-

sistency, while some positions for S3CS-5-1 (Fig. 14c)

show a lower indentation depth, indicating higher

values of the local hardness and elastic modulus

(Table 3). The higher microhardness of S3CS-5-1

compared to S3CS-4-4 can be ascribed to two factors.

For one thing, the higher microhardness could reflect

the formation of Al2Cu, either inside the Al grains

(Fig. 11b) or at the interface (Fig. 12c). The formation

of Al4C3 was also reported to provide a similar effect

on the hardening of graphene–Al composites [20].

However, as compared with Al4C3 which was easily

produced at the defect site, the formation of Al2Cu

[36] or Al3Ni [22] through the reaction of the Al

grains with the modified particles of GNSs would not

consume the carbon components, so that the struc-

tural integrity of GNSs could be maintained well. For

another thing, a large amount of in situ formed Al2Cu

as well as GNS–Cu hybrid layers would play crucial

roles in serving as effective barriers to dislocation

motion, thus hardening the Al matrix [48, 49].

Conclusions

A novel GNS-Cu hybrid was in situ synthesized as

layers on Al grains by a one-step decomposition of

freeze-dried glucose/copper nitrate gel precursors. It

is shown that the Cu nanoparticles, which catalyzed

the nucleation and growth of GNS from glucose

decomposition, end up as particles about 45 nm in

size uniformly dispersed in GNS-Cu hybrid layers

wrapping part of the Al grains. Intragranular Al2Cu

is formed by precipitation albeit in a limited amount.

The GNS-Cu/Al composites were consolidated by

SPS using 400 �C/400 MPa or 500 �C/100 MPa con-

ditions. It is shown that the latter conditions favor

intragranular Al2Cu precipitation, and also most

importantly, the formation of Al2Cu particles located

at the grain boundaries by reaction of the Cu

nanoparticles only partially covered by the GNS with

the Al matrix. Such particles provide increased

bonding between the GNS and the matrix, and

improve the strength in the area near interfaces of

composite with the increase in them. It is demon-

strated that the significantly higher microhardness

and elastic modulus (94 HV and 83.3 GPa, respec-

tively) were achieved in bulk composites under the

SPS condition of 500 �C/100 MPa, provided the

Figure 14 a Vickers microhardness (HV) for the S0R, S3C and S5C samples sintered in the S 4 4 and S 5 1 conditions; nanoindentation

load depth curves for b S3CS 4 4 and c S3CS 5 1.

Table 3 Microhardness (HV)

and elastic modulus, the latter

derived from nanoindentation

tests, for the S0R, S3C and

S5C samples sintered in the

S 4 4 and S 5 1 conditions.

See text for details

Sample Relative density (%) Microhardness (HV) Elastic modulus (GPa)

S0RS 4 4 99.5 ± 0.4 54 ± 1

S0RS 5 1 99.6 ± 1.3 78 ± 2

S3CS 4 4 99.7 ± 0.7 75 ± 5 74.8 ± 1.7

S3CS 5 1 99.6 ± 0.4 94 ± 6 83.3 ± 6.6

S5CS 4 4 98.5 ± 0.5 54 ± 1

S5CS 5 1 98.6 ± 0.5 78 ± 3



carbon (in the form of GNS) content is kept low

enough in order to avoid hampering the densifica-

tion. The present findings provide new guidance for

elucidating the evolutions and roles of metal-deco-

rated graphene hybrids in Al matrix composites.
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